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The City of Chicago recently embarked upon a pioneering effort to transform the quality of its public school system. The concept of decentralization that allows for neighborhood councils, greater decision-making at the local level, and increased parental involvement in the schools is not a new one. Similar governance structures of a century ago fell victim to class and ethnic factionalism. The progressive vision of a homogenous society assumed a passive clientele and a consensus culture. Particular educational programs brought diverse groups closer to the mainstream, but the resultant mass culture accommodated pluralistic values rather than the sought-after homogeneity.

The media and corporate interests often hold the educational system accountable for social problems, the lack of a qualified workforce, and the inability of America to compete effectively in a world economy. Communities and teachers call for multi-cultural studies, while administrators question the academic validity of such courses. Some legislators seek to eliminate bilingual instruction. Such issues are not new; they surfaced more than a century ago. Then, like now, commercial interests offered their own remedies.¹

Financially-strapped school systems seem all too willing, even eager, to accept corporate sponsorship, pre-packaged curricular materials, or offers of "free" technology. Such assistance, however, is hardly value free and often benefits a particular group at the expense of others. History suggests that policymakers should question the wisdom of blind acceptance.

Numerous works have examined and interpreted the assimilation of ethnic groups within the processes of urbanization, industrialization, and education. The earliest of these studies posited the concept of an American "melting pot," arguing that dissimilar migrant groups voluntarily acquiesced in the acceptance of the American cultural norms. They propose that ethnic cultures simply disappeared as immigrants merged with the native populace.² Others have contended that distinct ethnic cultures survived within the mainstream culture. In reality, all groups have selectively participated in American society while
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maintaining their own values and institutions. A pluralistic model of culture, rather than the “melting pot,” resulted.³

This study draws upon Antonio Gramsci’s concept of cultural hegemony, which allows for various modes of cultural transmission. Cultural hegemony is an active process, the outcome of which is the domination by one group of others in a society. Subordinate groups accept, reject, adapt, and accommodate with the dominant group, who must continually strive to maintain a position of power.⁴

In the 1830s, white, Anglo-Saxon Protestant males quickly subsumed the French-Indian culture of a frontier village and incorporated it as the city of Chicago. They solidified their status as the city’s cultural and commercial leaders over the next two decades. By the early 1890s the middle and upper class Chicagoans who had been building the city since before the Civil War were ready to display it to the world. The Columbian Exposition, the World’s Fair of 1893, served as that display. The many Chicagoans who united in the Civic Federation to produce the spectacle concurred in a particular vision of a cooperative, orderly, and efficient society that became the theme of the exposition. They chose to portray the city as a symbol of the real life they sought to create. Classical architecture symbolized the order, harmony, grandeur and idealism of the organizers’ social vision.

While the Columbian Exposition proved a resounding success in many ways, it failed to achieve any of its social goals or any real progress. The image of a social utopia displayed at the 1893 World’s Fair stood in stark contrast to the reality of the life that occurred around it. The orderliness, efficiency, and harmony of the “White City” were sorely lacking in real-life Chicago. It was filthy, steamy, and depressing, and concerned citizens united to bring about change.⁵

Upper and middle class coalitions formed the basis of the “Progressive Movement” that attempted to incorporate the wayward and unenlightened masses into their particular social vision. Business interests stressed greater commercial and technical education so that they, and their employees, could compete with European industrial powers and overcome the social blight of poverty and unemployment. Political reformers advocated civil service reform to terminate the administrative inefficiency and corruption that plagued urban governments. Social scientists called for objective analysis, efficient organization, and charity to combat health concerns and industrial issues. Despite their different messages, however, all three groups agreed on a common means of approaching the lack of progress: amelioration through education. If reformers hoped to bring order, efficiency, and unity to the culture, they would have to start with the school system. They could not, however, find the going easy. The schools preceded the Progressives by several decades.⁶

Long before native, middle class reformers attempted to produce a centralized public school system, the public schools were local entities, defined by and made to serve the neighborhoods. As relatively early immigrants, the Germans were particularly active in shaping local schools. They introduced their own teachers, language, and the German kindergarten practices. Chicago’s first
kindergarten appeared in the 1860s, with numbers greatly increasing in the
1880s and totaling ninety-two by 1892. The Turners also initiated their
exercise system in the schools as early at 1866. The Turner method, which
emphasized fitness, strength, and discipline, proved attractive in the wake of
the Civil War. It became the basis for the first formal system of physical
education in the American public schools.7

It was not assimilation (i.e., absorption into the dominant culture), however,
but the maintenance of their own traditions that motivated the European
groups. Ethnic educational practices and influences often proved inconsistent
with the progressive goals for a homogeneous society. The popularly elected
school board allowed ethnics a voice in the decision-making process. As
eastern Europeans became residents of the city, they, too, found representation
and an outlet for their views. As early as 1880 Bohemians petitioned for a
Czech language instructor at the Throop School. Adolf Kraus, a Bohemian,
won election to the Board of Education in 1881 and became its chairman in
1885. Max A. Drezmal, a Polish Falcon, was elected in 1894 and served on the
board’s Manual Training Committee, but many ethnics perceived different
values in the educational process. Most ethnics saw education as a means to
retain their own culture rather than assimilate the native, middle class views.
Czech Sokols, similar to the nationalistic German Turners, maintained librar­
ies to retain their language, and Jews operated Talmud schools that were taught
in the vernacular.8

In the autonomous public school districts, residents were allowed to choose
their own teachers and initiate language courses to preserve their native
languages. Even so, Poles saw American public schools as secular institutions
that inculcated materialistic values and fostered disrespect to parents. By the
1890s a series of Polish language editorials railed against American material­
ism. Working class Poles and Italians saw school as a nuisance when children
could be working and making a more practical contribution to the family’s
needs. Both Catholics and Lutherans opposed the 1889 law that required
English language instruction in private schools and compulsory school atten­
dance. Retaliation came in the form of editorials published in the Tribune; but
after two successive Republican defeats at the polls, the law requiring English
instruction was repealed. In April, 1901, both the Catholic clergy and the ward
alderman led neighbors in a protest over a proposed law that would supply free
texts only to the public schools. Bohemians claimed that they, too, paid taxes,
and, as only the rich went to high school, their children should be entitled to
books in the ethnic grammar schools. Moreover, books were expensive items
on laborers’ budgets. These ethnics supported the education of their children,
but they were unwilling to sustain the public schools that their children did not
attend.9

Most ethnics, who were predominantly Catholics and Jews, sent their
children to church-related schools to avoid the Protestant influences of the
public educational system. The parochial school system provided separate, yet
parallel, organizational structures that allowed ethnics to protect and preserve
their religious differences. By 1890 Catholics had established sixty-two
elementary schools with 31,053 students in the city, another 1,571 in the suburbs, and 1,348 in Catholic high schools. Under Archbishop Feehan, administrator of the Chicago Archdiocese from 1880-1902, ethnic parishes grew and prospered. Irish and Polish independence movements, supported and often headed by Old World immigrant clergy, operated within the Church as nationalism and religion remained enmeshed. The widespread parochial school system fostered not only Catholicism, but cultural pluralism, rather than the cohesion sought by the reform groups.10

Another group with a particular interest in the educational process was the Commercial Club. Constituted by the city’s wealthiest businessmen, it believed schooling was an effective means of meeting its needs. Using the former Central High School building, the club incorporated an independent manual training school in 1883, with such members as George Pullman and Marshall Field serving as trustees. Vocational classes started the following year. Unlike the traditional grammar school classes where female teachers taught basic skills, vocational classes, with the direction and support of businessmen, trained workers. Male teachers instructed students in the operation of machinery, reading and measuring technical materials, and how to respond to authority under conditions similar to those found in the workplace. Labor leaders roundly denounced such schools as an alternative to the union apprentice system.11

In the districts where ethnics did not predominate, public school curricula came to be designed to “Americanize” immigrant children. In 1888 Victor F. Lawson, owner-publisher of the Daily News, offered medals for patriotic essays and induced the Board of Education to enact his plan by offering the interest on $10,000 each year as a gift. Superintendent of schools, Albert G. Lane, added U.S. history to the fourth through sixth grade curriculums in 1894 to cultivate patriotism and a high regard for American institutions, in opposition to “immigrant thoughts, politics, and beliefs antagonistic to American institutions.”12

Lane brought manual training to the public schools in 1895. By 1897 there were nineteen such sites and 122 by 1901. Two years later the Board of Education opened the Crane Technical High School, and all Chicago high schools offered a two-year manual training course. Thus, the commercial agenda was complete.

It was not, however, universally accepted. Adolf Kraus, the Czech President of the Board of Education, opposed manual training classes as early as 1886. In her 1897 address to the National Education Association in Chicago, Jane Addams, renowned social worker, also criticized the American educational practices for failing to meet immigrants’ needs. The competitive nature and work-like environment of the school, she said, was due to the manifestation of control in the hands of businessmen. School, like work, was dull and laborious. It exhibited an ethnocentric bias which failed to truly educate children, and merely trained them to become obedient, prompt, unquestioning laborers and clerks. The process of inculcating such habits as obedience, discipline, patriotism, and respect for authority started in kindergarten and progressed
through the manual training and Americanization classes that implicitly denigrated ethnic cultures.\textsuperscript{13}

Progressive reformers knew that if ethnics were to become good Americans then they must be taught the values of American culture—and that meant bringing them into the schools. They concentrated their efforts on the children of the immigrants, who lacked the European commitments of their parents. Before that could be accomplished, they would have to get children off the streets and out of the factories.

Child labor laws enacted in 1883 and 1891 were rarely enforced and easily circumvented. Twelve-year old girls operated sewing machines in Chicago’s sweatshops and children remained employed in factories as messengers and in department stores, where they composed fourteen percent of the workforce in the seven largest firms in 1897. By 1900 fifty percent of ten to twelve-year olds worked, with immigrant children being five times more likely to be employed than American-born.\textsuperscript{14} Poverty and cultural variation fostered different attitudes toward education among Chicago’s ethnics. Poles, Croats, Czechs, Slovenes, and Sicilian peasants saw little practical value in formal education. In Europe child labor contributed to family income in the hope of securing a home of one’s own.

Given the cultural differences, the truancy law of 1889 met with widespread ethnic opposition. After successive Republican losses at the polls in 1890 and 1892, the law was repealed. An 1897 statute, which required education, was more stringent and allowed the state to assume parental rights via the doctrine of “parens patriae” for violators. In 1898 the city established a reformatory with 1,300 boys as inmates, twenty percent of them for truancy violations. Two years later, Chicago established the first Juvenile Court in the United States. It interpreted delinquency broadly, including such offenses as begging, peddling, and street singing. Dependent children, delinquents, and truants were sent to the new parental school, founded in 1902 through anonymous donations. With the apparatus of enforcement then in place, the legislature passed a more effective child labor act on July 1, 1903, and schools became the primary caretakers of children.\textsuperscript{15}

In 1889 the Bureau of Education issued the Harper Report, chaired by the University of Chicago president, ostensibly to identify administrative inefficiency, graft, corruption and political influence on the Board of Education, which numbered twenty-one members and seventeen committees at that time. The report recommended reduction in board membership to eleven members, who would serve a four-year term by appointment of the mayor, and reorganization congruent with a business model. Such a move would negate control of the board, as the popularly elected board members had allowed ethnics an influential voice in educational policies and autonomy in local school districts.

The commission also addressed the truancy problem, noting that 15,596 investigations had been conducted over the past year, with 7,428 students being returned to school. A continually rising rate since the inception of the practice in 1894 was apparent. Theodore J. Bluthardt, the city supervisor for compulsory education, stated:
We should rightfully have the power to arrest all these little beggars, loafers and vagabonds that infest our city, take them from the streets and place them in schools where they are compelled to receive education and learn moral principles. . . . measures cannot be taken any too soon looking toward the betterment of conditions which will make the control of this class easier of solution.\textsuperscript{16}

Truancy officers were subsequently increased from fifteen in 1898 to fifty-three by 1914.

In other statements, the Harper Report of 1899 acknowledged the popular demand for German language instruction and the merit of drawing and musical studies. It recommended manual training for all grades, increased physical culture, citizenship training, and the inculcation of patriotism in lower grades before students had the opportunity to leave school. To reach more students, ninety-four percent of whom left school before the age of fourteen, the report advocated vacation schools to continue education during the summer months and use of schoolyards as playgrounds. In 1896 the Civic Federation opened the Joseph Medill School for manual training as the first vacation school. In addition to the vocational training, sponsors treated students to summer excursions. In 1897 the University of Chicago settlement house opened a second vacation school, and the Chicago Women’s Club sponsored five new vacation schools in 1898. Only six percent of the students were American-born, one percent were African Americans and the rest were children of immigrants.\textsuperscript{17}

The Harper Report provided a grand design for the Americanization and education of immigrants to serve the needs of employers. In order to accomplish such goals, reformers intended to rid the school system of its ethnic influences. The teaching of American values in the regular schools required American teachers. In order to procure and install American teachers, the reformers first had to dismantle the ethnic bases of power within the school system. The centralization process attempted to wrest control of the local school districts and its traditional patronage from ethnic politicians. The great influence of the German Turners might be reduced and physical training less expensive (the 1899 report rationalized) if regular teachers, not specialists, taught the physical culture classes. The middle class reformers thus promulgated a definite plan for the assimilation of the diverse ethnic groups and the dismantling of the organizational structure that had perpetuated the alternative cultures.

The report also proposed higher salaries for male teachers to attract men to teaching positions in the elementary grades, implicitly reinforcing the dominant class and sex roles. Up to that time teachers generally had come from the working class, were mostly Irish, and served an apprenticeship similar to craftsmen or attended a two-year normal training school. The Harper Report referred to such teachers as uncouth and uncultured and recommended a college degree as a teaching requirement and a demonstration of cultural
attainment which might fit them better to inculcate moral teachings. The backlash from the Chicago Teachers' Federation was immediate and effective. Formed in 1897 to safeguard teachers' rights, provide job security, and improve working conditions, it had an extensive membership in 1899, enough to defeat the Harper Bill. When Superintendent Andrews attempted to implement the provisions of the Harper Bill by fiat, he was forced to resign in March, 1900. 18

Edwin G. Cooley replaced Andrews and he received a five-year contract at $10,000 a year. Cooley continued Andrews' work, centralizing the bureaucracy by decreasing local committees to four and decreasing the number of local superintendents from fourteen to six. Hiring and promotion, previously controlled by the school principal and local community committees sympathetic to ethnic and neighborhood concerns, also became prerogatives of the central administration, which issued efficiency ratings and offered merit pay for teachers' performance. Through such interventions the school administrators centralized the bureaucracy and assumed greater control over appointments and retention, effectively limiting ethnic and working class power.

Teachers fought back, and the battle for control of the school system developed along class lines. When the board threatened teachers with salary cuts in 1900, the educators filed suit against tax evaders, among who were five utility companies owing more than $2,000,000. Despite the teachers' victory in 1901 and payment of the taxes, the board reneged on salary payments; instead, the money was disbursed to increase building, kindergartens and janitorial services. The Teachers' Federation then joined the Chicago Federation of Labor, despite vehement protestations from the board in 1902. 19

Teacher and ethnic support helped elect a new Democratic mayor in 1905, and ethnics managed to reassert a measure of influence. Consequently, Polish and Jewish residents found representation on the school board, as did Jane Addams, who championed ethnic causes. Charles J. Vopicka, a Czech and president of the Atlas Brewing Company, served two terms on the board, starting in 1901. Walter Kuflewski, a Pole, was elected in 1902, and served as vice-president after 1906. In 1904 the Board of Education appointed James A. Dibelka, a Czech architect, principal of its trade school. He won election to the board in 1912. As early as 1905 Harry Lipsky, manager of the Jewish Daily Courier, represented Jewish interests on the school board. He became a prominent voice for pluralism thereafter. 20

Progressives hoped to avert the class conflict of the 1870s and 1880s by assuming control of the educational process. The assumption of a passive and pliable clientele proved faulty, however, as control of education was hotly contested between native, ethnic, and class factions. The political power of the ethnics and the laboring class retarded middle class goals as district councils reversed the centralization process, more women were hired as superintendents, and teachers regained a measure of their lost freedom. But Cooley remained as head of the system and the confrontation continued along ethnic and class lines throughout the succeeding administrations. Despite the reform efforts, elements of the ethnic and street cultures persisted in the schools.
The broad-based reform movement reached beyond the schools into the streets and ethnic neighborhoods. Universities, commercial organizations, and private individuals sponsored agencies designed to study and change the society. Among the private agencies that tried to address the myriad social concerns was Hull House. Founded in 1889 by Jane Addams, the daughter of a small town banker, it served the immigrant community of the 19th Ward on the West Side. Hull House became symbolic of the progressive reform efforts, and Jane Addams became a national figure through her work. Hull House served as the headquarters for an international network of social reformers, embodying the best humanitarian concerns of middle class progressives, but also exhibiting the ethnocentric and class biases in which they labored.21

Hull House served as the scene for the assimilation of divergent cultures. Ellen Gates Starr, co-founder of the institution, made the first attempt to bring classical culture to the community by offering a lecture on art history. It proved a major disappointment to the few Italian peasant women who showed up. The next attempt at programming provided for more practical needs and met with success when a kindergarten was financed and run by Jenny Dow, the daughter of a wealthy Chicagoan. Addams used her extensive social contacts to acquire funding for her charitable works and social causes. In 1893 Louise de Koven Bowen, one of the city’s most prominent socialites, became a member of the Hull House Women’s Club and a Hull House trustee. She provided much of its financial support throughout her long life. John Dewey, the eminent philosopher and University of Chicago professor, became a trustee in 1897.22

Addams and Starr produced a web of support groups for their enterprises. They engaged other special interests, which often crossed paths on educational, social, political and economic issues to create a network of public and private organizations, agencies, and associations to address their concerns. These groups were less than homogeneous in their individual objectives, but they shared the belief that an orderly, efficient, and homogeneous society was a better one for all.

With significant support, settlement houses soon proliferated in the immigrant districts. Unlike the European models, they professed to be secular in nature in order to appeal to both Catholics and Jews. Olivet Institute, founded a year after Hull House, proved an exception. A Baptist institution, it served predominantly the blacks and Italians of “Little Italy” on the North Side, but conducted meetings in at least three languages. Charles Zeublin, a sociologist, established the Northwestern University Settlement, northwest of downtown in 1891. German-Jewish businessmen started the Maxwell Street Settlement in 1893 in order to assimilate their eastern European brethren. It was followed by Chicago Commons, headed by Graham Taylor in 1894. Between 1895 and 1917, social agencies founded another sixty-eight settlement houses in the city.23

The setting in which Hull House operated was typical of the settlement environment. It drew clientele from a large area with a population of 70,000, representing eighteen different nationalities, with Italians, Russian and Polish Jews, and Bohemians in the majority. Italians and Jews usually inhabited rear
tenements; they were rarely neighbors because of deeply held animosities. Ethnic youths accosted the easily recognized on the streets, and erupted into fights over limited park spaces. The average weekly income was $5, but laborers in some parts of the city might earn twice that amount if they worked more than sixty hours per week. The average family in slum areas had five members, and more than half of the families had fewer than three rooms. There were 295 saloons in the district; and the pool rooms of the 19th Ward, which comprised one square mile, did a thriving business. Children filled the grimy streets, and railroad workers, who earned $1.25 per day, attended to leisure pursuits or searched for work, as they were generally employed fewer than thirty weeks of the year.24

With so much unemployment among people who rarely spoke English, play and games figured prominently in the “Americanization” programs of the settlements. The Maxwell Street Settlement attracted eight students to its physical culture class weekly in 1893. When William Kent, a Chicago businessman of inherited wealth, and later a California congressman, donated three quarters of an acre to Hull House for a playground, it proved a major attraction to the local children. The sand lot was improved by the addition of swings, seesaws, and later, a giant slide and building blocks. They achieved their purpose of attracting children to the grounds and away from the unhealthy and hazardous streets. The Chicago Commons Settlement opened its playground in 1896 and the University of Chicago offered a supervised playground, as well as an indoor gym, for use by youths and adults in June of 1898. By that time the public schools had also adopted the playground concept and embarked upon a program of sports and games to train youth. Such competitive activities became a mainstay of progressive reform efforts in both public and private agencies thereafter.25

In addition to the programs directed at children, settlements often served as liaisons for the labor movement. Settlement workers fashioned the agencies that addressed laborers’ concerns within the established political-judicial system, thus abating the violent confrontations of the past. Among the reformers, Richard T. Ely, Raymond Robins, and Sidney Hillman became national labor activists. Early women workers who were trained at Hull House assumed both local and national leadership roles in the social reform movement.

The school administrators were less compromising. They directed programs at the groups that they considered a subordinate. It was within the realm of leisure practices and the informal education of the settlements that such divergent groups managed to reach an uneasy and, at times, fragile accommodation as the various groups contended for control in an atmosphere charged by class and cultural differences at the turn-of-the-century. In succeeding years ethnic offspring learned the values of a competitive, commercial system through the sports and games practiced in the city’s playgrounds and parks. Commercialism, competition, and the teamwork that symbolized a cooperative society were also in the schools’ interscholastic athletic programs that managed to channel ethnic and religious rivalries into more acceptable forms of conflict as it reinforced American patriotism. World War I and its aftermath
solidified that process of Americanization. Ethnics found some agreement with natives in their sporting practices and other forms of commercialized leisure, but debate over appropriate education did not abate.

Both the formal and the "hidden" curriculum continue to reinforce the value systems of a particular group. Cultural hegemony is no longer so visibly Anglo-Saxon or Protestant, but a white, male, corporate ideology still dominates American society and permeates its educational system. Competition, time discipline, ethnocentrism, and materialism are reinforced throughout the school day and in extracurricular activities. Curriculum designed for middle class suburban needs neglect urban youth, who are sometimes trained but rarely educated. Such training meets the needs of a service economy and provides entry level jobs, but such minimal economic roles are inherently unequal and foster a permanent underclass. The work ethic has little value when applied, even assiduously, at a minimum wage. Curriculums that continue to promote an untenable American dream give false hope and spawn broken promises. It is an old story, faced by a new generation.
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**Critique**

Gerald R. Gems has successfully put into historical context the significant issues of educational reform in the United States. In 1900, and in 1991, educational issues should be at the center of a national discussion of the kind of country we want to be.

Today the city of Chicago plans to transform the public school system into neighborhood councils with more local and parental decision-making, a startling re-enactment of a drama that was played out a century earlier. Then and now ethnic outsiders to white Anglo Saxon male culture tried to resist education for the purposes of cultural hegemony at home and imperialism abroad. Earlier in the century ethnic outsiders could not prevail before the